Abstract-The blanket paging strategy in current mobile networks may waste a lot of wireless bandwidth. While keeping the standard location area (LA) based location update (LU) strategy unchanged, we propose an intra-LA LU scheme to reduce the paging cost. While a mobile terminal (MT) is residing in an LA with a cell called anchor cell, where the MT usually stays for a significant period, an intra-LA LU is performed whenever the MT changes its location between the anchor cell and the rest of cells in the LA. For an incoming call, either the anchor cell or the rest of cells in the LA is paged to locate the MT. Thus the paging cost is greatly reduced, especially when the called MT is located in its anchor cell.
D
UE TO THE scarcity of wireless bandwidth in mobile networks, efficient location management strategies are necessary to meet the demand of continuous growth of mobile network services. In existing mobile networks, a location area (LA) based location update scheme is employed to keep track of the locations of mobile terminals (MTs) for call delivery. Whenever an MT changes its LA, a location update (LU) is performed to update its location at the home location register (HLR). An LA consists of a group of cells and is controlled by a mobile switching center (MSC), which is usually colocated with a visitor location register (VLR). As an incoming call arrives, all cells within the current LA of the called MT are polled simultaneously to locate the MT. This blanket paging strategy may produce a lot of unnecessary paging traffic if an MT's location information in a finer granularity rather than the LA is available. A number of paging strategies have been proposed in the literature. These paging strategies include the shortest distance first selective paging scheme [1] , [6] , intelligent paging strategy [5] and optimal paging strategies [7] , [8] , [11] .
It is observed that an MT may spend a much longer period in a certain cell than in the rest of cells within an LA. For example, an MT subscriber might mainly remain in the cell covering his/her home or office after he/she moves into the LA associated with his/her home or office. We refer to a cell where the MT stays for a considerable time as anchor cell and refer to an LA containing an anchor cell as the MT's home LA. Based on the preceding observation, we propose an intra-LA LU scheme to reduce the paging cost. The conventional LA-based LU scheme is still used to report the MT's location to the HLR as well as to the VLR when the MT changes its LA. Within the MT's home LA, when the MT enters or leaves its anchor cell, an intra-LA LU is triggered, during which the MT sends a location update request (LUR) message containing the identifier of the anchor cell as well as a flag indicating whether the MT moves out or into its anchor cell. This LUR message is sent to the serving MSC, which updates the MT's profile in the colocated VLR to indicate whether the MT is residing in its anchor cell or in the rest of cells within its home LA. Then the intra-LA LU procedure stops. No signaling between the HLR and the VLR is required. As an incoming call arrives, either the anchor cell or the rest of cells within the home LA is paged to locate the MT. Thus, the paging traffic is greatly reduced, especially when the MT is located in the anchor cell as incoming calls arrive. In [3] , an intra-LA timer-based LU strategy was proposed, but the timer-based LUs invoke the same signaling procedure within the fixed network like the standard LA-based LUs. In [10] , LUs were based on lists of most likely locations, where sequential paging was adopted to locate MTs. This scheme may increase paging delay and database memory requirement. On the contrary, our scheme can reduce the paging cost without increasing paging delay or memory requirement and is easier to implement. Section II describes an analytic model to evaluate the cost of the proposed strategy while Section III compares the proposed strategy with the standard paging strategy based on numerical results. Section IV concludes this letter.
II. ANALYTIC MODEL
A continuous-time Markov chain can be defined to describe the movements of an MT (Fig. 1) , where the MT has three states. We say that an MT is in state 0, state 1, or state 2 when the MT is in its anchor cell, the rest of cells in its home LA, or outside its home LA, respectively. Assume that the residence time of the MT in state is exponentially distributed with mean . Let and be the transition probability and the transition rate at which the MT moves from state to state , respectively.
1089-7798/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE Assume that the defined Markov chain has stationary transition probabilities. Then, for any pair of states and , we have (1) In addition, for any state , we have and . The limiting probability of state , , exists for any state of the defined Markov chain in that the sufficient condition for this is that [9] : (a) starting in state there is a positive probability of ever being in state for all , and (b) starting in any state, the mean time to return to that state is finite. Thus, we have (2) Solving the above set of equations by using the fact that , we get (3) where . In the following, the total location tracking cost per unit time of the proposed scheme, , i.e., the sum of the paging cost per unit time and the location update cost per unit time, is evaluated. Assume that the incoming calls to an MT follow a Poisson process having rate . Let and denote the cost coefficients for paging a cell and performing an intra-LA LU, respectively. We have (4) where is the expected number of cells paged for each call and is the rate of intra-LA LU of the MT. Let denote the total number of cells within an LA. Then (5) That is, when the MT is residing in its anchor cell, only one cell needs to be polled, while when the MT is roaming in the rest of cells of its home LA, cells need to be paged. The value of can be derived as follows:
In other words, an intra-LA LU is triggered in the following cases: 1) when the MT moves from its anchor cell into the rest of cells of its home LA or vice versa and 2) when the MT enters the anchor cell directly from another LA. It should be pointed out that the cost incurred by the LA-based LUs is not included in (4), since this cost would be the same for both the proposed scheme and the conventional locating scheme that we will compare in this letter. For the conventional LA-based LU scheme, its paging cost per unit time is given by (7) 
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The performance evaluation of the proposed strategy as well as comparisons with the conventional blanket paging strategy is presented with numerical examples derived from the analytic model. To calculate , the location transition probabilities should be available. The techniques used in [2] , [4] are useful. There are two different cases in terms of the position of the anchor cell within the home LA, i.e., the anchor cell is either a kernel cell or a border cell of the home LA. In these two cases, the values of and are different. However, and are independent of the position of the anchor cell. In this work, we assume that hrs, hr, hrs and . Fig. 2 compares the total cost of the proposed strategy, , with the cost of the standard strategy, , when the anchor cell is a kernel cell of the home LA. In this case, , and , thus , and . and are the only transition probabilities that could vary when the anchor cell is a kernel cell. To study the effect of these two transition probabilities on the performance of the proposed strategy, three values of , 0.9, 0.5, and 0.1, are considered. Note that . In Fig. 2 , it is assumed that . From Fig. 2 , it can be seen that the conventional blanket paging strategy incurs the highest paging cost over the given parameter range, while the total cost per unit time of the proposed strategy, , becomes higher as increases. A larger indicates a higher probability that the MT moves into its anchor cell from the rest cells of its home LA, thus increasing the rate of intra-LA LUs. Both and increase as increases, which is obvious from (4) and (7) . For , when is relatively low, the cost of the intra-LA LUs weighs relatively heavily and increases relatively slow as increases. When is sufficiently large, the impact of the intra-LA LUs on is negligible and increases linearly along with .
In Fig. 3 , we study the effect of the ratio on the proposed strategy, where the anchor cell is a kernel cell and . While assuming that , we consider three values of , 1, 5 and 20. From Fig. 3 , we can see that the ratio has a significant impact on . When is small, plays a dominant role in determining and the proposed strategy could incur a higher cost than the standard paging strategy for a large , say 20. This is because the benefit of the intra-LA LU can not be taken advantage of when incoming calls rarely happen. As becomes larger, the cost difference of the proposed strategy under different becomes smaller, since the paging cost dominates the total cost, . Fig. 4 compares the proposed strategy with the blanket paging strategy when the anchor cell is a border cell of the home LA. In this case, if the MT enters the anchor cell from another LA directly, an intra-LA LU as well as a standard LA-based LU is performed; if the MT moves from the anchor cell to another LA directly, no intra-LA LU is triggered. Therefore, the transition probabilities and have a significant impact on the cost of the intra-LA LUs, thus . Three sets of ( ), ( ), ( ) and ( ), are considered. A larger ( ) indicates that the MT more likely enters or exits the anchor cell directly from or into another LA. The rest of parameters are given as follows:
, . Note that the other transition probabilities can be derived using . It is observed from Fig. 4 that the first set of ( ) incurs the smallest whereas the third set incurs the largest . This is true because when an MT enters or exits the anchor cell directly from or into another LA most of the time, the number of intra-LA LUs is greatly reduced due to no intra-LA LU being triggered for a boundary crossing from the anchor cell to another LA. Again, the proposed strategy outperforms the blanket paging strategy over the given parameter range.
IV. CONCLUSION
An intra-LA location update strategy was proposed in this letter to reduce paging traffic in mobile networks. Compared to the conventional location tracking scheme, the proposed strategy may invoke extra cost by performing the intra-LA location updates, but numerical results have revealed that the savings of paging cost is much more significant than the newly added location update cost. In addition, when the anchor cell is not situated at the border of an LA, the intra-LA LU will not compete for the same radio bandwidth with the LA-based LU. The proposed strategy is suitable for users roaming in the LAs associated with their homes or workplaces. If the location of a mobile subscriber is uniformly distributed within an LA, the proposed strategy should be turned off to avoid the intra-LA location updates.
